Research Support – ASU Library Resources

The ASU Library provides outstanding resources and assistance for helping you to understand and navigate through the complex world of research activities and some of the legal issues you may encounter. These activities and issues may include:

1. Planning Your Project • Project Management • Publishing • Discovery and Impact
   [https://lib.asu.edu/research](https://lib.asu.edu/research)

2. Literature Reviews • Citation and References Management • Primary Resources
   [https://lib.asu.edu/research/planning](https://lib.asu.edu/research/planning)

3. Data Management: planning • collecting • storing • sharing • describing results
   [https://libguides.asu.edu/data](https://libguides.asu.edu/data)

4. Copyright: author rights • fair use • identify copyright owners • seek permissions
   [https://linguides.asu.edu/copyright](https://linguides.asu.edu/copyright)

5. Publishing: identify appropriate venues • evaluate journals • provide assistance with
   agreements • self-archiving • scholarly identity management • research metrics
   [https://libguides.asu.edu/publishing](https://libguides.asu.edu/publishing)

   a) Public Access Policies: The US government funds research with the expectation that new ideas and discoveries from the research will propel science, stimulate the economy, and improve the lives and welfare of Americans. Under certain circumstances, federally funded research is made publicly available.

   b) Data Sharing: finding an external repository • ASU digital repository
   Data sharing achieves many important goals for the scientific community, such as reinforcing open scientific inquiry, encouraging diversity of analysis and opinion, promoting new research, testing of new or alternative hypotheses and methods of analysis, supporting studies on data collection methods and measurement, facilitating education of new researchers, and enabling the exploration of topics not envisioned by the initial investigators permitting the creation of new datasets by combining data from multiple sources.

   c) Article Sharing: article versioning • identify repository • ASU digital repository •
   ASU Open Access policy
   Allows for finding a wide and diverse audience for research dissemination and collaborative possibilities.

Further information and online tutorials are available at the ASU Library Research site ([https://lib.asu.edu/research](https://lib.asu.edu/research)), as well as the ASU Research Academy ([https://researchacademy.asu.edu](https://researchacademy.asu.edu)).

Contacts:
Sam Dyal, Assistant Librarian (Engineering & Data Services): Samuel.Dyal@asu.edu
Anali Perry, Associate Librarian (Scholarly Communication): Anali.Perry@asu.edu